UCCA Humanitarian Update #29

as of October 28th
UCCA delivers 5,000 bulletproof vests, fire fighter equipment and other tactical gear to Ukraine’s Police, National Guard and Emergency Services.
Accepting on behalf of the Ministry of Internal Affairs was Deputy Minister Meri Akopyan (second from right) standing next to UCCA’s Country Director, Roman Fedorowycz (far right).
UCCA would like to thank the Miami Police Department, Miami-Dade County and the city of Starke, Florida for their generous donations of protective gear!

UCCA would also like to especially thank Dwight Hewett for his time and effort in coordinating these donations in Florida.
26th Artillery Brigade trains on how to use UCCA-funded IFAKs
UCCA Delivers 1,000 pairs Tactical Goggles

The Commander of the First Presidential Brigade of Doroshenko, of Ukraine’s National Guard accepted 1,000 tactical goggles from Roman Fedorowycz & thanked UCCA for the donation.
Life Saving Supplies

Our partner – *Operation White Stork* – goes that extra kilometer to deliver UCCA-funded IFAKs directly to the frontlines...
Help UCCA continue distributing these vital life saving kits!